
Wakaf making was recommended, approved and practiced by 
Prophet (PBUH) and the noble Sahaba (companions) r.a. and 

the generations that followed.
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Charitable endowment in the form of,

Wakaf (endowment) is a voluntary
donation from one’s personal
belongings or wealth, to be used for 
shariah compliant causes.Waqaf is one 
of the forms of sadaqah jariyah
mentioned in the hadith above.

WHAT IS WAKAF?
ISLAMIC ENDOWMENT

Simply put,
it is a lasting
contribution
to benefit the
community in
various ways.

Property

Must be objectified and 
can
be transferable.

Owned by the donor and
can be of benefit or serve
a purpose

Perpetually be used for 
charity

Prophet (PBUH) said:
“ When the son of Adam 
dies, his actions come to an 
end except for three; 
sadaqah jariyah (ongoing 
charity), knowledge which 
brought benefit, and a 
pious child who makes 
supplication for him. ”
Narrated by Abu Hurairah in
Sahih Muslim



HOW DOES IT BENEFIT
YOU & OTHERS?

HOW DOES IT BENEFIT YOU?

By doing wakaf, you are providing underprivileged people 
around the world with things that are essential to life, 
growth, and happiness.

With their basic needs accounted for, they are empowered 
to pursue their own livelihoods to the fullest and end the 
vicious cycle of poverty.

HOW DOES IT BENEFIT OTHERS?

Wakaf is enormously beneficial for your hereafter, ensuring 
the influx of good deeds even after death, so long as the 
donated property or items are being used.

On top of that, you get to be a life-changing force
empowering people to live a fulfilling life. Waqaf can also be 
done on behalf of the deceased, so it can be a beneficial gift 
for your loved ones who are no longer with us.



There are many ways to help the needy through wakaf. We have a range of proj-
ects, each intended to sustain and benefit them over a long period of time.

OUR WAKAF PROJECTS

MOSQUESQUR’AN BRAILLE
QUR’AN DIGITAL

COMMUNITY
WATER WELLS

WATER
WELLS

ABLUTION
PLACES

SCHOOLS /
MADRASAHS

ORPHAN
HOMES

MA’HAD
IBNU SINA



$325
PER WATER WELL

One of the biggest challenges faced by
developing countries is the lack of access to 
clean water.

Often, they would have to resort to open water 
sources that are usually contaminated, leading 
to the spread of water-borne diseases. As such, 
building and digging water wells, are an ideal
solution for villages in remote areas with no 
water infrastructure in place.

Join us in our mission to build water wells for the 
poorest communities in Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, 
Cambodia, Pakistan and Myanmar to make 
clean water accessible. You can help build a 
water well and provide clean, drinking water 
that can last for ten years or more!

The Messenger of Allah was asked,
“ What is the best charity? ”
He replied:
“ Giving water ”

Narrated by Sa’d ibn Ubadah in
Sunan Abu Dawud

What GER has done so far:
3,013 Water Wells built in 5
countries - providing more than 
10,000 underprivileged people 
with safe, accessible clean water.

WAKAF
WATER WELL

A

For every Wakaf Water Well donation you make,
you will receive the following upon completion
(within 3-6 months):

Certificate

Report

Photos & Videos

1

2

3

Click Here To Donate For A Good Cause



Over the years, GER have built 109 
Community Water Wells,
providing over 5,000 villagers with
safe, accessible clean water.

$950
PER WATER WELL

The average distance that women and 
children walk to collect water in Africa 
and Asia is 3.7 miles, carrying around 20 
litres of water. Now – just think of what 
your community water well charity can do 
for the people of Cambodia. Your charity 
will change lives, insyaAllah.

Drinking contaminated water is one of the most common causes of death in the
developing world – but, one of the most preventable. Another wakaf project is to build 
Community Water Wells equipped with six taps, a generous washing area, a water 
tank and an electrical pump to draw water that can benefit a whole community.

Each well is shared with 10 families - which means almost 50 people will benefit from 
each community water well. When a community gets water, women and girls get their 
lives back. They start businesses, improve their homes and take charge of their futures. 
Women and children don’t have to walk for miles to collect – often dirty – water.

Sa’d ibn ‘Ubadah reported,

I said, “ O Messenger of Allah, 
my mother has died. Shall I give 
charity on her behalf? ”
The Prophet (PBUH) said,“ Yes ” 
I said, “ Which charity is best? ” 
The Prophet said, “ Water. ”

Narrated in Nasai

WAKAF
COMMUNITY
WATER WELL

B

For full Wakaf Community Water Well
donation, you will receive the following
upon completion (within 3-6 months):

Certificate

Report

Photos & Videos

1

2

3

Click Here To Donate For A Good Cause



$950
PER ABLUTION 

PLACE

The Prophet (PBUH) once said,

“ Allah will aid a servant
(of His) so long as the
servant aids his brother. ”

Narrated by Abu Hurairah in
Sahih Muslim

WAKAF
ABLUTION PLACE

In many underprivileged Muslim
communities, mosques and madrasahs 
are small and lack adequate facilities. 
Water is also often scarce, so taking
ablution and purifying oneself for prayer 
becomes difficult.

We aim to solve this problem by building ablution places near these rural mosques and
madrasahs in Cambodia and Sri Lanka. Your donation will benefit the whole community 
and enable them to practice their religion. You to receive a portion of their rewards in the 
Hereafter.

C

282 Ablution Places were built for 
the Muslim community over the 
years. You have managed to
provide more than 2,000 Muslims 
with adequate mosque facilities.

For full Wakaf Ablution Place donation,
you will receive the following upon
completion (within 3-6 months):

Certificate

Report

Photos & Videos

1

2

3

Click Here To Donate For A Good Cause



$20
PER QUR’AN

With your support over the years, people in
Indonesia, Cambodia, Sri Lanka, Myanmar,
Pakistan, Uganda, Kenya, Mali, Gambia and Syrian 
Refugees were able to learn and read the
words of Allah.

The Messenger of Allah (PBUH) said,

“ The best of you is the
one who learns the
Quran and teaches it. ”

Narrated by Uthman ibn Affan in 
Sahih Bukhari

WAKAF
QUR’AN

Sadly, for many Muslims in living in poverty, circumstances lead to them being unable to 
find even one copy of the Qur’an. Let us help those less fortunate to learn and read the 
Qur’an. Reading the Qur’an is an important part of our religion and our spirituality. By
reading the words of Allah swt, we build a bond with Him and strengthen His presence in 
our hearts.

Our Wakaf Al-Quran programme aims to help any institutions, madrasahs, tahfiz, orphans,
schools and masjids around the world who require the mushafs. We have a vision to pro-
vide 100,000 free Qur’an to the most needy all over the world.

D

So far, over 12,311 Qur’ans 
have been distributed to 
the poor and needy who do 
not have access to them.

Click Here To Donate For A Good Cause



$185
PER DIGITAL

QUR’AN BRAILLE

Thank you for your contributions. 
Together, we distributed 1,200 
Digital Braille Qur’ans to the 
visually impaired in Indonesia in 
the last 3 years.

The Prophet (PBUH) said,

“ The example of he
(a believer) who recites 
the Quran is like that of
a citron which tastes
good and smells good. ”

Narrated by Abu Musa Al-Asha’ri
in Sahih Bukhari

Each book also includes the 30th
chapter of the Qur’an written in braille 
for them to read.

Help us to give them a chance to learn 
the Qur’an too.

WAKAF
DIGITAL
BRAILLE QUR’AN

E

Indonesia has one of the highest rates of visually handicap people in the world.
An estimated 2 million people suffer visual impairment, with about 70,000 of them 
being children.

For these people, it is extremely costly to purchase the Quran in braille. They are 
robbed of the chance to learn the words of Allah and build a closer connection to Him.
Our Digital Braille Qur’an gives them the chance to study the Qur’an as we do.

They can listen to all the Surahs using the digital pen, using braille to find each Surah 
by name.

Click Here To Donate For A Good Cause



WAKAF
MOSQUE

F

Together, we have
successfully built 25 Mosques 
and refurbished 5 Mosques. 
Your contribution helped the 
less fortunate communities in 
9 countries.

The mosque is the heart of any Muslim community. Providing much more than a 
place of worship, it offers education and a base from which essential community 
services are delivered. Together with our international partners, we have built new 
mosques and reconstruct damaged mosques in several countries.

You can donate the whole cost of the masjid or part of it. It is an excellent form of 
Sadaqah Jariyah (continuous charity) as the donor can expect to receive rewards as 
long as people worship there. Help build a mosque and you would receive sadaqah 
jariyah as the duas made there are attributed to those who supported the
construction of the mosque.

The Messenger of Allah (PBUH) said,

“Whoever builds a mosque
for Allah, Allah will build for 
him a house just like it
in Paradise.”

Narrated by Uthman ibn Affan
in Sahih Bukhari

The real cost depends on
the mosque’s location.

Full Sponsorship

Monthly Sponsorship
The Mosque Project

Small:      $18,000 - $20,000
Medium: $25,000 - $30,000
Large:      $50,000 - $60,000

$100 per month

Prayer Space $100 per prayer space

Renovate / Refurbish $5,000 per small mosque

For full Wakaf Masjid donation, you will
receive the following upon completion
(within 3-6 months):

Naming Rights
of Mosque

Certificate

1

2

Report

Photos & Videos

3

4

Click Here To Donate For A Good Cause



 DONATION FROM 
$100

WAKAF
SCHOOLS /
MADRASAHS

G

To date, we have built
3 Madrasahs in Cambodia 
thanks to donors like you!

The Messenger of Allah was asked,

“Whoever travels a path in
search of knowledge, Allah will 
make easy for him the path
to Paradise.”

Narrated by Abu Darda in Sunan Abu Dawud

Education is important however many chil-
dren do not have the opportunity to go to 
school to learn. In rural areas of developing 
countries, there are severe absence of basic 
infrastructure and facilities.

Thank you for helping hundreds of young 
Muslims receive the education they deserve. 
Your donation means contributing to the 
building blocks of a happy childhood and a 
brighter future.

We aim to build a conducive place and environment for the children to learn. The 
cost required to build or reconstruct a school is between $25K to $30K as it 
depends on the country and location.

We rectify this by building new madrasahs in these communities or refurbishing 
old ones and upgrading their conditions. With your generous support, we have 
reconstructed 3 schools in Cambodia so far.

Click Here To Donate For A Good Cause



 DONATION FROM
$100

MA’HAD IBNU SINA
INTEGRATED BOARDING 
SCHOOL

H

Ma&#39;had Ibnu Sina was built after 
the earthquake and Tsunami disaster 
struck Aceh, way back in 2004.

It is an integrated Islamic boarding 
school to educate poor orphans and 
underprivileged children victims, who 
have lost their parents and families.

The school is located southwest of 
Aceh in the Kuala Batee district.

The Prophet (PBUH) said,

" I and the caretaker of an 
orphan will be in Paradise 
like this, "
Indicating his forefinger and 
middle finger close together.

Narrated by Sahl ibn Sa’d in Sahih 
Bukhari

With the full support of Global Ehsan Relief, Ma’had Ibnu Sina’s Integrated
Boarding School has now changed its name to Ma’had Ibnu Sina Global Ehsan 
Relief (ISGER), with the motto of Science, Adab, Amal, Taqwa.

We have undertaken the bold decision to continue with the vision of its founders 
to form young Muslim scholars with noble morals and the ability to contribute 
and strive in the modern world.

Click Here To Donate For A Good Cause



 DONATION FROM 
$100

WAKAF
ORPHANS HOME

I

All children should have the comfort of 
a home, and someone to nurture them 
and provide for them while they make 
their way through childhood.

Sadly, many do not have the privilege 
of such things and make do with the 
hardships that come with being one of 
the millions of orphaned or abandoned 
children.

Orphanages and homes are often
overcrowded and understaffed, which 
means that the children receive very 
little time and attention. Our goal is to 
build a warm and welcoming home 
that will provide all the necessities for 
these children.

Our first orphan home will be in Johor Bahru and will accommodate 20 orphan 
girls as well as 2 live-in caretakers. Additionally, our orphan homes will have an 
in-house Tahfiz Program that will enable the children to learn and memorise
the Quran.

We plan for this to be the first of many orphan homes around the world. By 
donating, you are helping to give these orphans the childhood they deserve and 
easing the burdens that they face.

The Messenger of Allah said,

“ Whoever embraces an 
orphan of two Muslim 
parents by feeding him and 
giving him drink until he is 
independent of him, Paradise 
will certainly be necessary
for him. ”

Narrated by Malik ibn Al-Harith in 
Musnad Ahmad

Click Here To Donate For A Good Cause



WAYS TO
CONTRIBUTE

By Cheque :

Payable To
Global Ehsan Relief SG

Mail to our office,
93 Joo Chiat Road #01-01 (427387)

Please indicate your
Name, Contact No. and Project 

Name on a separate piece of paper

By Website :

Browse our website and learn more about 
our projects and donate efficiently online.

www.global-ehsan-relief.org

By Cash Or Nets :

Transaction be made at office during 
operation hours:

Weekday : 10am - 6pm
Weekend : Closed 
& P.H

By Bank Transfer :

Current Accounts
DBS :   012-902872-0
CIMB : 2000703161

For Bank Transfer and PAYNOW methods
Email us the following details with 
screenshot of your transaction receipt to:

info@global-ehsan-relief.org

Your Full Name
Address
Contact No.
Email

Name of Project
Bank Transferred To
Date of Transfer
Account Holder's Name

IMPORTANT - TRANSFER DETAILS
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LEND A HELPING HAND
HELP TO CHANGE THE WORLD

WEBSITE
EMAIL
SUBSCRIBE TO
NEWSLETTER

: www.global-ehsan-relief.org
: info@global-ehsan-relief.org
: https://t.ly/GERNewsletter

@globalehsanrelief @gertv


